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CHAPTER 6

TRANSISTGR CIRCUITS

Auther: A16 Robert J, Widlar

Abstract: The basic differences between semen emitter, comon base,
and eemon collector amplifiers are explained and justified, Biesing
circuits are given, and the effects of temperaiure on transistor cir~
euies are shown, Temperature compensation and bias stabilization
teehniques are covered, Smellesignel, directmcoupled, and power
amplifiers are described; practical circuits and coupling methods
are given. Furthermore, the special problems associated with high»
frequency operatien are considered, and typical tuned and untuned
(vdeo) emplfiers are discussedo Beth sinemweve and nonsinusoidal
eseillehers are treated. The latter category includes blocking os-
eilletcrs, sawtooth generators, and multivibrators, Finally, the
epereien of the transistor as a switching device, raher than as
en amplifier, is analyzed.
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INTRQDUCTIGN

The previous chapters have been devoted to the physics of semi~
conductor devices. ’This chapter will discuss their use in practical
circuits. The transistor will receive the greatest attention because
of its obvious importance» Nonetheless, other devices will be men-
tioned in conjunction with transistor circuitsa

Frequently in the analysis of transistor circuits, transistors
are compared with vacuum tubece Although the transistor, like the
vacuum tube, is a three terminal amplifying device, it does have many
peculiarities. Among these ares

(1) The transistor is not strictly a voltage amplifiere
The input impedance is often quite low so an appreciable current
must be supplied by the driving source, A

(2) The voltages an impedances encountered with tran-
sistors are considerably lower”

,(3) The transistor has a far greater temperature seneie
tivity than.the vacnu tube. Hence, a considerable portion of
its circuitry may be devoted to temperature compensation,

(h) The transistor has more internal feedback which means
that the input characteristics are affected by the load impedance and
the output characteristics are affected by generator impedance.

These and other differences limit the value of vacuum tube~
transistor analogies. Thereiore, they will be avoided in this
chapter» c ' '

BASI6 AMELIFIER CIR€UITS

Before going into transistor circuitry, the basic amplifier
circuits will be discussed.¢ These are the comon base, coon
emitter, and common collector configurations shown in Figure 6.1,
In each of these circuits biasing potentials are provided to
reverse-bias the collector-base junction (about 20 Volts) and
forward bias the emitter-base junction (about 0,5 volt), In all
cases amplification takes place because the input signal varies

“ the forward bias on the emitter—base junction which causes varie
atione in the collector current. e ‘

Common Emitter. Perhaps the most straightforward of these
circuits is the common emitter amplifier. The input signal is
applied between the emitter and base; it varies the forward bias
on the emitter junction. The resulting variations in collector
current cause an output voltage to be developed across the load
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e o n cFigure 6.1. Basic Amplifier Circuits and Approximate
Characteristics,

resistance, Only the base current flows in the input circuit, andit is small compared to the collector current so a current gain will
be realized. The voltage gain of the common emitter amplifier can
be high because small changes of input voltage across the forward
biased emitter junction can produce large changes in collector
current, The changing collector current can then produce a compara+
tively large voltage swing across the load if its impedance is
sufficiently high. Current gains of 56 and voltage gains of 200
are not uncommon in practice.

As can be seen from Figure 6,2, the collector current of a
common emitter stage is primarily determined by the base current
and not too greatly effected by collector voltage. The collector-
current is affected somewhat because increasing collector voltage
widens the collector depletion region and decreases base width.
This increases the current gain and, consequently, the collector
current, This effect is not too great so the output resistance

1; ( H0 = f%%%f ) of a comon emitter»amplifier is moderately high,
if On the other hand, the base current changes rather rapidly with

base voltage. Hence, the input resistance (Rnv='515L-) is
moderately low.l l
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Common Bess. In the common base configuration the input signal
is applied to the emitter and the output is taken from the collector.
The base is the comon terminal, An a;c¢ signal applied to the input
willrrary the emitter~base voltage ans, therefore, the collector
current, The changes in collector current will be slightly less
than the corresponding canges in emitter current ~ differing, of
courses by the base current. Henceg the current gain will be slightly
less than ones If the changing collector current passes through a
nigh impedance load, relatively large variations in collector voltage
will resulte. It follows, then, that the voltage gain of the common
base amplifier can he lergee Current gains of 0.98 and voltage gains
greater than 200 are not unusual with the configuration, é
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Figure 6,2, Common Emitter

' The input resistance ( 3u"= §§%f2 ) of the common base
‘ amplifier is considerably less than that of a common emitter

amplifier cs can be seen from Figure 6.3, The change in emitter
» current for e given change of emitterebese voltage is greater

teen the change in base current. The emitter current is approxie
metely equal to the base current times the common emitter current
gain so the input resistance is about equal to the common emitter
input resistance divided by this current gains

The effect of base width on common base current gain is
' minimal, Although significant changes in comon emitter current

_gain are produced by'varying collector voltage, they are reflected
as comparatively smell changes in common base current gain, Since
the collector current is affected less by collector voltage in the
cozmmon base configuration, the output resistance (R¢='- £—-£5; I is
much higher. It turns out that the comon base output resistance
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is about equal to the comon emitter output resistance times the
common emitter current gain. In other words, since the effect
of collector voltage on the cmmon base characteristics is so
small, the output resistance is nearly equal to the resistance
of the reverse biased collector junction aloneo
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Figure 6,3, Bommon Base
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Common Gollectors with the comcn collector configuration, the
input signal is applied to the base, and.the load is connected to
the emitter. As before, the amplifying action takes place when the
input signal varies the forward bias on the emitterebase junction.
A canging base current will vary the emitter current and produce
an a.c. voltage across the load. The emitter current will be consid-
erably greater than the base current so the circuit will have a rather
high current gain — slightly greater than that of a comon emitter
amplifier. The voltage gain, however, will be somewhat less than
unity,

Considering the circuit shown in Figure 6.L, if the base current
is increased by an increased input voltage, the emitter current will
also rise. "This will raise the voltage drop across the load resistance.
In addition, the larger base current will also increase the emittere

‘ base voltage. New from Figure 6.h it can be seen that the increase ‘
in input voltage required to produce this effect will be equal to
the voltage change across the load plus the increase in emitter-base

. voltage, Hence, the change in output voltage will be less than the
change in input voltage, differing by the change in emitter=base
voltage. Since the emitterebase voltage will be small in comparison
to the output voltage, the voltage gain will be only slightly less
than one, Current gains of 50 and voltage gains of 0,99 are practical

V with this circuit,
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Figure 6.&s Common Gollecter Amplifier

The input resistance (n/’ '§'_lg_‘) ef the common collector
amplifier is eppreximately equal to the produet of the current gain
and the lead resistance, The output veltage is nearly equal to the
input veltage, so for a given a.cs input voltage, the load current
andg consequently, the base current will depend on the load_resistance.
As the load resistance is decreased, the base eurrent must increase.
For very lew lead resistances the input resistance will be equal to

/—MA

e» 6

that cf e eomon emitter amplifier, while for high load resistances
the input impedance may be several megohms. The.latter case is *

illustrated in Figure 6,5. - *
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Figure 6;5, Cemon Collecter
V

.<,~VeSimilarly; the output resistance ( :=I§j:) is about equal to
the source resistance divided by the current gain. If the base is fed
byte constant voltage source (low impedance) a_chenge in emitter voltage
will be felt entirely across the emitter base junction. Hence, small
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changes in emitter voltage will produce large changes in emitter current
so the output imcdance will be low. This is shown in Figure 6.5. On
the other hand, if the base is fed from a constant current source (high
impedance) changes in emitter voltage will not produce any great changes
in emitter current. In this case, the output resistance is equal to that
of a common emitter amplifier; and the output characteristic curves will
be similar to those of a common emitter stage. For intermediate values
of source resistance, a change in emitter voltage will be felt almost
undiminished on the base through the forward biased emitter junction.
This change in base voltage will vary the base current in inverse
proportion to the generator resistance. The resulting variations in
emitter current will, in turn, be proportional to the current gain.
Further analysis will show that the output resistance is roughly
equal to the source resistance divided by the current gain,

This interaction between the input and output circuits is not
confined to the comon collector configuration, It is present to a
lesser degree in both the common emitter and common base circuits.
This phenomenon is the result of internal feedback within the
transistor. It will be discussed further in a later sectiono

Conclusions. The comon emitter amplifier exhibits both a
voltage and a current gain; it has the highest power gain of all
three configurations. As a result, the comon emitter amplifier
is used where high gain per stage is required, In addition, the
moderately low input imedance and the moderately high output
impedace of the common emitter amplifier do not create too much
of an npedance mismatch when several stages are cascaded without
impedance matching devices. These characteristics favor the use
of the comon emitter in most general purpose applications.

The power gain of the common base amplifier is between that of
the common emitter and comon collector amplifiers, The current
gain of this type approaches unity, but the voltage gain can be
quite high. The low input impedance and high output impedance of a
common base stage necessitates impedance matching if the stages are
to he cascaded but are sometimes useful in special cases.

Near the maximum operating frequencies of a transistor, the
gain of the common base amplifier is about eql t0 that Of th
common emitter amplifier. However, the common base stage has the
additional advantage that neutralization is not required. Consequently,
the common base configuration is most frequently used in high frequency
_amplifier circuits.

The common collector amplifier has the lowest power gain of the
three types. The current gain is high, but the voltage gain is loss
than one, The comon collector amplifier is essentially a common
emitter stage with 109 percent negative voltage feedback, Therefore,

6~é ‘
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the signal distortion will be small even at high levels if it is driven
by a low impedance source,

The common collector configuration finds most frequent application
as a high impecance input stage, a driver where low output impedance is
required, and as a power amplifier where large voltage swings are needed
with a minimum of distortion,

BIASING MTHCDS

The biasing of transistor circuits is not as simple as that of
vacuum tube circuits.l In most cases, some form of bias stabilization
or temperature compensation is required, The problem.with transistors
is that the collector current tends to increase rapidly with temperature.
There ere two principle causes of this temperature instability: the
increase of the reverse saturation current of the collector junction
with temperature and the decrease in emitter junction impedance with
increasing temperature. The current gain frequently increases with
temperature and adds to the problem,

Rcerse saturation current is the current that flows across the
reersc biased collector junction, It is produced by thermally generated
minority carriers that are swept across the junction so it will increase
with temperature, Figure 6,6 shows the increase in reverse saturation
current with temperature for typical gcrmaniu and silicon transistors.

The saturation current is only troublesome at high temperatures,
For example, if the germanium transistor in Figure 6.6 is biased to
a collector current of l ma, it can be seen that the saturation current
will contribute little to the total collector current until a tempere
atcre of about 5098 is reached. However, at higher temperatures the
saturation current becomes an appreciable portion of the collector
current, when this happens, the bias must be decreased with increasing
temperature in orer to maintain the collector current constant, This
compensation is effective until th saturation current becomes equal
to or greater than the quiescent colector current, At these higher
temperatures, the input circuit loses control of the collector current
since the saturation current is independent of the emitter junction
bias, Therefore the transistor ceases to function as an amplifier.
This places an upper limit of about 99°C on germeniu transistors.
The lower saturation current of silicon transistors permits operation
up to about l?5°C,

with the common emitter configuration, the effect of the reverse '

saturation current is even more serious. If the base is open circuited,
the minority carriers swept across the collector junction will cause a
charge unbalance in the base and will forward bias the critter junction,

‘ Hence, additional carriers will be ihjected into the base and will con~
tribute to the collector current. The collector current will then be

6»?
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equal to the saturation current times the current gain,_ Since the
current gain is quite small at very low collector currents, the
collector cutoff current will be slightly greater than the saturation
current at low temperatures. As temperature increases, the saturation
current will increase sharply, and the current gain will increase
with the eollecor current, Therefore, the collector cutoff current
will increase more rapidly than the saturation current alone. This
is shown in Figure 606° i

If the base is shorted to the emitterg the collector cutoff
current will be only slightly larger than the reverse saturation
current, Host of the excess charge in the base will then be drained
off through the base terminal so the forward bias on the emitter
junction will be reduced, This will significantly reduce the
collector currents

Constan Voltaze_Bias Figure 6 7 illustrates a possible biasingt 0 .
circuit; A constant d;c. bias voltage is applied to the mitter=base
junction. This method has the advantage that there is e low do@¢
resistance between the emitter and the base, Therefore, the excess
charge produced in the base by the reverse saturation current will
be drained off and multiplication of the saturation current by the
eitter junction will be minimized,v

Nonetheless, this method is entirely unsatisfactory, The
collector current will increase steadily with temperature over the
entire operating range of the transistor, i

The forward bias lowers the emitter junction barrier so that
current carriers can diffuse across the junction; As temperature is
increased, thermal motion is morejrepid so a greater number of
carriers can diffuse across the junction if the barrier height
remains the same, The result is that the emitter current and, conse-
quently, the collector current will increase steadil with temperature
for e given emitterebase bias, This phenomenon manifests itself over
the entire temperature range of the device. Henceg to maintain a
constant collector current, the forward bias voltage must be decreased
with increasing temperatcre, This is shown in Figure 6.7, It can
he seen from the figure that the bias must be decreased linearly with
oincreasing temperature until the reverse saturation current becomes
appreciable. Then the bias must be decreased more rapidly to compens
sate for the increased saturation current in addition to the changing
emitter junction resistance,

a Temperature sensitive elements are available that will drop the
biasing voltage as temperature increases. These will be discussed
later“
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Constant Current Bias. A transistor can also be biased by
supplying a constant current to the base, This could be accomplished
by forward biasing the base through a large resistance from a high
voltage (for example, the collector supply voltage}. Such a circuit
is shown in Figure-6,8. The emitter-base resistance of the transistor
will be very much smaller than the biasing resistor so changes in
the emittersbase resistance will have little effect on base current.

R, R4,

Although it is much better than
constant voltage bias, constant current

we bias is still unsatisfactory for two q

reasons. First, the d.c. current gain
of a transistor usually increases with
temperature, Consequently, if the base
current is constant, the collector current
will increase with temperature. Second,
the collector current will increase
uncontrolled as the collector saturation
current rises. Since the base current is
constant, the saturation current must cross
the emitter junction. As a result, the total

= increase in collector current produced by
the saturation current of the collector

~ Figure 6.8¢_ Constant junction will be equal to the saturation
Current Bias. * current times the current gain. This
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causes instability even at low temperatures,

Qollect9;_Eeedbeck Bias, It should be obvious that some form
of hiss stabilization is required to keep the collector current
constant over any appreciable temperature rangeoh ne method of
bias stabilization is collector feedback bias. As shown in Figure
609a, the base current is supplied through a resistor connected
to the collector, Therefore, if the collector current increases,
the collector voltage will drop, reducing the bias current propor—
tionellyo This feedback action tends to maintain the collector
enrrent constsnto _

Another circuit employing collector feedback bias is shown
‘ in Figure é.9h. This circuit has the advantage that the external

emitterebase resistance is redncedu The saturation current of the
collector junction will pass through the external resistance rather
than oross the emitter junction, Thus, multiplication of the
seturation.eurrent by the emitter junction is minimized, This
resistance does, howevera lower the input resistance of the amplifier
which might be detrimental in some casessr r

.

“‘\/CC

r e.

1 l T
Cl,

Figure 6.9, Examples of Collector Feedback Biasing.

A characteristic comon to both these circuits is that negative
feedback is introduced by the collector-base resistance, This will
lower the stage gain, but it will reduce distortion and stabilize
the gain, The feedback can be eliminated, if desired, by tapping
the feedback resistance at a suitable_point and connecting a large
capacitor between the tap and ground, This will prevent feedback
of the e.c, signal but will not affect the d,c. feedback.
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Collector feedback bias is only effective when there isoa large
d.c. resistance in the collector circuit. If the collector load
were a transformer primary winding with a low d.c. resistance,
increases in the collector current would not change the collector
voltage so the stabilizing action could not take place.

Emitter Feedback Bias. Another method of bias stabilisation
is illustrated in Figure 6.10. This is emitter feedback bias. As
shown in Figure 6.10s, the base is forward biased from a constant
voltage source; a resistor is included in the emitter lead. The
voltage developed across the emitter resistor opposes the forward
bias applied to the base. -Thus, if the emitter current increases,
the voltage drop on the emitter resistor will increase thereby
reducing the bias on the emitter~base junction. This action
stabilizes the enitter current against changes. _The collector
current will also be stabilized since it is very nearly equal to
the emitter current.

Ghe of the advantages of emitter feedback bias is that the
base is fed from a constant voltage source so very little of the
collector saturation current will cross the emitter junction.
In addition, the circuit can be used when the collector load has
a low d.c. resistance since stabilization is provided by the
emitter resistance.

It is desirable to make the emitter resistance as high as
possible to realize stable operation. However, the voltage drop
across the emitter resistance does reduce the effective supply
voltage and causes a loss of supply voltage. For this reason,
there are practical limitations on the size of the emitter
resistance. —14c r »tQ¢

:22:
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Figure 6.10. Examples of Emitter Feedback Bias.
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The base bias voltage can also be supplied from the collector
supply through a voltage divider. This is shown in Figure 6,lOb.
The resistance of this divider should be as low as possible » without
excessive shunting of the input signal e to approximate a constant

"* voltage source. If the base is fed from a high resistance divider
(nearly constant current) the desirable effects of the emitter '
resistor will be nullified because the base current will remain
nearly constant regardless of the emitter voltage drop. ’

Emitter feedback biasing will produce degeneration of the a.c.
signalg unless the emitter resistance is byepassed as shown in
Figure 6,lOh, The byepass capacitor prevents a,c0 voltages from

‘ appearing across the emitter resistor,

Gonclmsions. The biasing circuits discussed thus far are
compared in Figure 6.11. The curves are for germanium transistors.
In each oaseg the bias was adjusted to give 1 ma collector current
at room tempeature. ’ V

Constant voltage bias is unsatisfactory since the collector
current is Very unstable even over a restricted temperature range.

With constant current bias the collector current is reasonably
constant at low temperatures, but rises rapidly at junction temperatures
above h9g0, Honetheless, even if a circuit is to be operated at a
nearly constant temperatures constant current bias will not give
completely satisfactory results. The collector current is directly
proportional to the common emitter current gain, and this can vary
greatlywith age and from transistor to transistor, Thus, constant
current bias is suitable only for experimental work,

Golleetor feedback bias provides adequate stabilization for
most commercial applicationsg but its use is restricted to circuits
where the collector load has a relatively high d,c. resistance,It cannot he need in transformer coupled stages. For this reason,
collector feedback bias is usually limited to resistance coupled,
sndioefrequency amplifiersé With collector feedback biass the
collector current can be made nearly independent of the transistor
characteristics, This is done by using a low resistance divider to
feed the base from.the collectors

Emitter feedback bias is about the best generalepurpose biasing
method, The stability of,this method is evidenced in Figure 6.11.
As with collector feedback bias, the collector current can be made
nearly independent of transistor parameters by using a sufficiently
high emitter resistance.‘ This is highly desirable for interchange-
ability of transistors. Emitter feedback bias is not too frequently
used in power amplifiers since the emitter resistance can cause an
excessive loss of power, Other biasing techniques are generally used
in power stages, These will be discussed in the next section.

6==13 »
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Figure V6.11. Variation of Gcllector Current with Temperature for
Typical Germanium Transistsr Using Different Biasing
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The biasing of common base and common collector stages is similar
to that of common emitter stages. In Figure 6012a, the biasing used
is identical to the emitter feedback bias described previously, The
base is fed from a voltage divider connected to the collector supply,
and a resistor is included in the emitter lead. If the collector current
should rise, the voltage drop across the emitter resistor will increase
and lower the bias current, The only difference with this circuit is
that the input signal is fed to the emitters and the base is byepassed
to ground.

w

Another common base circuit is given in Figure 6,l2b, Here, the
base is fed from a voltage divider connected to the collector, Hence,
when the collector current increases, the collector voltage will drop
and will lower the forward bias on the base, This is identical to
the collector feedback bias circuit for a common emitter stage,

Gammon collector biasing circuits are given in Figure 6,13. The
arrangement in Figure 6013a is the same as the collector feedback
circuit given in Figure 609a“ The circuit in Figure 6.l3b employs a
combination of collector and emitter feedback, when the emitter current
increases, the increased voltage drop across the h¢7K resistor lowers
the voltage supplied to the voltage divider supplying the base as with
collector feedback; and the increased voltage drop across the lK
resistor opposes the forward bias as with emitter feedbaoko

.§§er@istor_Gonpensation, The thenmistor is a resistor with a
larges negative temperature coefficient, That is, its resistancewill decrease quite noticeably as temperature increases» If a
thermistor is need as part of a voltage divider supplying bias to
a transistor? as shown in Figure 6.lha, the bias will be reduced as
temperature increases, This compensates for the tendency of the
collector current to increase with temperature. It can be seen from
the plot in Figure e,11 that this compensation is not exact, The
temperature coefficient of the thermistor is not matched to that of
the transistor. Henceg over part of the temperature range the
compensation is too great_while over other parts it is not enougholf the thermistor were not shunted with a resistor (Figure 6°lha), the

\ compensation at low temperatures would be far too great, At low
temperatures when the resistance of the thermistor is high, R2 will
determine the voltage division ratio of the bias network and therewill be practically no compensationo As temperature increases, the
resistance of the thermistor becomes comparable to that of R2 and
the bias voltage decreases with increasing temperature. At medium
temperatnres this copensation is too great until the collector
saturation current becomes appreciable, Finally, the rapidly'increasing
saturation current causes a net increase of collector current in spite
of the thermistor,
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Recently, positive temperature coefficient, silicon thermistors
heme been made with themal characteristics closely resembling those
of a silicon transistor. When these elements are used in conjunction
with eedback circuits, almost exact compensation is realized. An
example is shown in Figure 6.15, ,

.l4:

“F

Figure 6.15. Example of Temperature Correction Using
a Positive Temperature Coefficient
Thermistor in Gonjunction with Feedback.

Diode Gggpensation, An ordinary junction diode can be used to
compensate transistor bias. In Figure 6,lAb, the transistor bias
voltage is developed across the forwardhbiased diode (D1). The
forward resistance of the diode varies with temperature in the same

"manner as does the impedance of the emitter~base junction of the
transistor. If the current through the diode is large compared to
the base current of the transistor, the diode alone will determine
the bias voltage. This system will provide almost perfect compen-
sation as long as the saturation current is small. This is evidenced

*by the graph. If the transistor is to be operated at higher tempera-
tures, some auxiliary means of compensathgssdll be necessary.

When temperature compensation is used, it is imortant to
- locate the teperature sensitive element close to the compensated

transistor. This is necessary because the transistor may become
noticeably hotter than its surroundings, particularly if power is
being dissipated in the unit.

6~l8
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QMALL SIGNKL AUDIO AMLIFIERS

The transistor is basically a non~linear device: the input
and output impedanees, as well as the oarrent gain, vary with
oolleetor current, However, whn the signal level is low, these
*ohanges-nill"bejsnll so some definite magnitude can be assigned '

its the impedanoes and the gains Thong the transistor can be con-
sidered to be a linear amplifier, In this section it will be

" assned;that this condition is satisfied. Furthermore, only lows
-freqneney operation will be considered so the deleterious effects
of junction oapacitance and transit time can be neglectedo

Singleestage amplifiers == common emitter, common base, and
eoommon oollector == were discussed previouslyo This seotion will
be primarily concerned with methods of coupling, or oascadingg
these basis amplifiers to realize higher gains than might be possible
with a single stage.

Although speoifying the voltage and current gain of an amplifier
is frequently useful, the determination of these values becomes
somewhat eomplex with cascaded amplifierse These two terms ean be
combined into one == the power gain which is the prodnot of the
voltage and onrrent gains, The power gain gives an absolute measure
of aplifier perfonaanoe, The input to an amplifier, be it from
a highsimpedanoe orystal microphone or a l0w=imped&n6e pickup, is
at a oertain power level, This signal must be amplified to supply
power to a load whether it is a set of headphones or a large motor.

From the preceding discussion it follows that it is desirable
to produce maximum power gain per stage, the voltage or ourrent
gain alone being of minor significance, To do this, it is necese
sary to match impedances through the amplifier. Any mismatch will
result in a lower gain per stage.. From an electrical Viewpoint, the "

shnplest way to couple two stages is with a transformer,’ The
output of one stage is fed to he input of the following, as
shown in Figure 6.16. The transformer provides isolation of d,c.
voltages and impedanoe matching,

Transfonner eonplingMh§S the advantage that very little d.o,
power is wasted: vthe do@¢ resistance of the transformer primary
is small eompared to the load impedance, As compared with resistive‘
eoupling, equal results ean be obtained with half the supply voltage.
Nonetheless, a transformer does have certain disadvantages: for
example, comparatively high cost, limited bandwidth, and large phase

. shifts at high freqnenciesa Size is not a particular disadvantage
beoanse miniature transformers can be fabricated to operate at the
low power levels of transistorse

.

.
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Figaro 6.16, Example of Transformer Coupling,

A two~stage9 transformer=conpled audio amplifier is shown in
Figure 6.17, Input and output transformers, as well as an inter-
stage transformer, are used, The in at transformer mast match the
source to the 1609 impedance (IOOGJ15-input of the common emitter

canplifiers The interstage transfonmer mast match the low impedance
input of the second stage to the medium output impedance (15,000-H-7 n

of the first stage, The third transformer matches the load to the
second transistor outputs

It should he noted that maximum power gain for each stage can be
realized because each transistor can be made to work into an optimum
load impedance by appropriate adjustment of the transformer turns ratio.
For this reason, the common emitter configuration is most frequently
used because it is capable of a higher gain per stage since it has
hoth current and voltage gain. 5

In Figure 6.17 two methods of bias feed are shown, Both stages
use emitter feedback resistors, and the base bias is supplied from
a voltage divider. In the first stage the bias is applied directly
to the transistor; the transformer is connected to the base gig a
coapling capacitor which prevents shunting the d.c. bias¢ In the
second stage the transformer is connected directly to the base, an
the bias voltage is fed through the transformer primary from the
voltage divider. A bypass capacitor is required across the voltage
divider to prevent loss of the input signal across the divider
resistance. Gnerally speaking, the latter method is more
satisfactory because the voltage divider resistance does not shunt
the input signal; however, the two circuits are equivalent as far
pas biasing is concerned,

If the emitter resistance is not bypassed, the output current
flowing through the emitter would produce a voltage across this

6~2O
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resistance which would oppose the input signal being applied between
the base and emitter, Also, the signal developed across the resistor
would not appear in the output, giving an additional loses

Because of the low d.c» resistance of the transformer primary it
is necessary to employ effective bias stabilization with transfonner
coupled amplifiers, The increased collector current caused by increased
temperature will not materially reduce d,c. collector voltage, so the
opener dissipation of the transistor will increase as the square of
cthe collector current. The increased power dissipation will increase ;

e heating and collector curcnt, causing ultimate destruction of the
transistor if precautions are not taken.

A decoupling network is shown in the collector supply between
the two stages, Although this is not necessary for a twoestage 'aplifier it is usually required when there are three or more stages.
This networ attenuates any loeefrequency being fed back through the
collector supply» Lack of adequate decoupling usually results ininstability and lowefrequency oscillations (motor boating),

Red COUPEED AMPLIFIERS

Another method of cascading several stages is resistanceecapacitance
coupling. This schene is illustrated in Figure 6.18, Direct current
voltage is fed to the collector of the first stage (Q1) through a t

resistor (R@)° Variations in the collector current of Q1 develop a
signal voltage across the collector resistor. This signal is coupled
to the base of the following stage (Q27 through a capacitor (Ce), and
bias is supplied to this second stage through the resistor Rb.

It should he recognized that the purpose of the coupling networkis to deliver the signal power, generated in the collector circuit of
Q1, to the base of Q2, therefore it is necessary that the shunt resistance
of R@ and Rb be high comared to the input impedance of Q2 to prevent loss
of power in these elements, tAlso, the capacitance reactance of Ce should
be small compared to the input impedance of Q2 at the lowest frequency
to be amplified,
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Figure 6.18. Example of R=6 ouplingt
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There is a limit on the maximum value of collector resistance (Rc)»
Because the doc. power must be supplied to Q1 through this element, too
high a resistance will limit collector current and, therefore, the

smaximnm cnrrent swing of the transistor,

Figure 6,19 illustrates some of the limitations of the rec coupled '
amplifier, The loadlines of.both an rec coupled amplifier and a trans-
former coupled amplifier, both operating with a collector supply voltage

V of 5v and quiescent current of 903 ma, are plotted. Referring to the
»loadlines of the r=c amplifier, the d.c° loadline is detennined by
the collector resistors This loadline determines the static conditions
of the transistor as all possible combinations of static collector
voltage and current lie on this line. The impedance presented to the
collector is considerably lower for an a,c, signal. The a,c, load
impedance consists of the parallel combination of the collector resistor
and the base resistor and input impedance of the following stage, This
sresnlts inla separate, lower~impedance, aoco load line, This load line
must pass through the operating point as shown in the figure, It can
be seen that the voltage swing is restricted, but this in itself is
not too serious because the voltage swing requirements for the input
of the following transistor are smalls

The bias stabilization requirements of an roc, coupled amplifier
are not as stringent as with transformer conplingbecanse of the
comparatively large d.c, resistance in the collector circuit, Therally
generated increases in collector current will also decrease collector
voltage; hence, the collector dissipation will not increase too rapidly
with collector current, In fact, if the collector resistance is
sufficiently high, the collector dissipation will,deorease with
increasing d.c, collector current, All this aside, thermally induced
changes of collector current will shift the operating point which is
odesirable so some degree of stabilization is still required,

An exsple of a twoestage, rec coupled amplifier is given in
Figure 6,296 Collector feedback bias stabilisation is employed on
the first stage. The voltage divider suppling bias to the base of
the first transistor is fed from the transistor collector, so an
increased collector current will lower the forward bias by decreasing
the collector voltage, The second stage uses emitter feedback bias
stahilicationo A voltage divider from the negative collector supply
forward biases the second transistor, and a resistor in the emitter
circuit provides bias stabilisation by decreasing base to emitter
voltage when the collector current increases. The emitter resistor
is bypassed with a.l£h§ capacitor to prevent degeneration at signal
frequencies,

‘ The input signal is coupled into the amplifier through a iégf

r_lln

capacitor, amplified by the first stage, and coupled into the se nd
‘stage through another §?%;capacitor¢ This capacitor couples the
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lidddrtimpedance of the collector circuit to the lO0Q4Linpct impedance
of the following transistor. Because of this mismatch the maximum
gain of Q1 is not realized, The second transistor amplifies the
signal farther, and it is finally coupled out from the collector
cicuit of this stage through still another coupling capacitor. The .

gain of the second stage will depend son the impedance of the load
to be drien'y the arplifiora If the load impedance is very much

’ Mdfferent'from the collector impedace of Q2 the poser gain of the
stage will be reduced» Also, as shown in Figure 6019, the voltage
swing of the mplifier;will be restricted by low impedance loadsa

Resistance=capacitancc coupling is generally used where wide»
hand frequency response is needed or where the amplifier is to be
employed within a negative feedback locp.(because of the lower phase
shift per stage of r=e coupled amplifiers as compared to transformer
coupled amplifiers}, Also, in some casesg r=c coupling is less
"expensive than transformer coaplingo However, the realizable gain
per stage is lower with r=c coupling and it is only practical between
stages with input and output ippedanccs in the same order of magnitude
because lare impedance mismatches produce excessive loss of gain.
Moreover, rec coupling cannot be cod on highelevel stages because
the nonlinear input characteristics of the transistor cause charging
of the coupling capacitor and a shift in operating point s= but this
twill be discussed further along with highelevel amplifiers,

Qirect“Cocplcd Appliiersy (The characteristics of the transistor
and also the availability of PNP and NPN tyes makes this device well
suited for direct coupled amplifiers» Seaal conigurations for
dirsct=oocpling transistor stages are shown in Figure 6,21. Figure 6,213
shows a common collector stage coupled drectlyto a common emitter
stage, The emitter current of Q1 passes through the base of Q2 with
the input resistance of Q2 acting as the load for Q1 and the voltage
Vi acting as the collector supplyo In Figure 6,2lb a twoestage
common collector amplifier is shown. Again the output current of the
first stage is the input current of the second and the voltage source
(V1) has hecn connected to act as a collector supply for both stages¢
Figures 6,2l (c hrough e) illustrate the use of both NPN and PNP
transistors, Figure 6.2le is of particular interest because it
clearly shows that there is no intrinsic limit on the nnmber of stages
that can be cascaded,’ It can be seen from the figure that the collector
circuit of the intermediate stages is in series with the input circuit
of the following stage and a voltage source, The transistors and
voltage sources mast be connected so there is a path for current flow
around this loop in such a direction as to forward bias the base=

-s qemitter junctions and reverse bias the collector junctions,

Gne thing that should be immediately apparent in these circuits
is that temperature stability can become quite a problem. An increase
in temperature will cause increases in collector current in all the stages,
but the collector current increase of the first stage will be amplified by
successive stages which will result in intolerable increases in the final
stages, if precautions are not taken. Therefore, the circuits, as shown
in Figure 6.21 are not practical.
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Figure 6,22 illustrates a practical twoestage common emitter,
direotecoopled amplifier. Diode compensation is employed on the
first stage. The voltage across D will vary inversely with temper-
eatore, reducing the bias on Q1 at higher temperatures, The input
signal is-developed across R3 which delivers the bias voltage to Q1, v

The resistor R2 produces the bias on the compensating diode from
the collector supplg, A resistor (Rli is placed on the input of
Q2 (base to sitter to prevent forward biasing of Q2 by its own
reverse saturation current when Q1 is out off, The diode (P2) is
a senor diode, The voltage regulating qualities of this device
are used to prevent signal variations of the collector=suppLy
voage, This diode takes the place of a byass capacitor which
would not be effective at very low frequencies, However, a capacitor
could also be employed for additional bypassing at high frequencies.

Although temperature copensation alone is usually adequate for
tso=stage amplifiers, some form of feedback must be employed if more
stages are used or if a wide range of temperatures is to be encoune
tered. Figure 6.23 indicates how this might be accomplished, The
circuit of Figure 6,23 uses diode compensation, three local feedback
loops, and overall feedback, The purpose of the feedback is not
only to improve do@¢ stability but also to decrease nonlinear
distortion,

l

The first stage employs diode compensation as did the previous
circuit; however, the emitter resistor (R3) also provides bias
stabilisation, In addition, the output voltage (across RL) is
fed hack to the input stage gigs R7, As the conduction of any
of the transistors increases, regardless of the cause, the voltage
across BL will increase, A portion of this increase will be
coupled back across R3 through H7, decreasing bias on the first
stage, This degeneration is also present fbrithe signal so the
oerall gain is reduced and distortion decreased, The second
transistor (Q2) is connected in the common-=collector configuration.
The load of this stage (R5, R5, and the input imedance of Q )
serve as an emitter resistor and provides local feedback on éhe
stage, The third stage (Q3) also incorporates an emitter resistor
for local feedback. The input resistor (R5) is connected between
the base and emitter across R6 so that the voltage variations
across R6 might be felt in the input circuit of Q3, In addition
to providing bias stabilization, the local feedback loops also
improe the transistor input characteristics, thereby reducing
distortion in the previous stages resulting fr driving a non=
1in®aP‘i@@d3H@€o

In this circuit the cener diode (D2) serves to keep signal
variations out of the supply voltage»

6=28
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The use of direct coupled amplifiers along with NPN and PNP
transistors can be extended further to make many useful and interesting
circuits, Dne of the most outstanding of these is the comlemntarye

alsymmetry amplifier shown in Figure 6,2i° This amplifier is most
frequently used as a power anplifierg but its operation will be i
introduced here“ T

The input signal is fed to both Q1 and Q2, but these transistors
have opposite polarityz one is an NPN and the other PNP, On the
positive half cycles of the input signal? Q1 will conduct while Q2is out off, As the collector current of Q1 passes through the base
of Q3, this transistor will also conduct, reproducing the positive
half cycle of the input signal across R10 Gn the negative half of
the input signl Q2 becomes forward biased and oonduotsg and Q1
cuts off, This causes Q5 to conduct and impresses some portion of
Y2 across the loadg reproducing the negative half cycle“ When the
input signal is zero, no current passes through BL so the output is

_also $@T@o

The circuit as shown in Figure 602A is somewhat simplifiedu Some
form of bias stabilisation is requiredc Also it is generally desirable
to employ negative feedback to equalize the gain of the upper and lower
~channels. However, the techniques discussed previously can be applied
here so those Points will not be discussed furthero

ln establishing some relative merit for direct coupling, it can
be said tht it has many advantages over both transformer and rec
couplingo It is frequently used in low frequency signal mplifiers
and also in wide band splifiers using large amounts of negative feed~
back, The absence of any reactive components (capacitors and inductors)
gives the d.c, amplifier a favorable position as regards lowefreqoency
phase shifta The elimination of coupling components may permit reduc-
tions in equipment size =e particularly in the case of high=power cir-
cuitso However, some of the limitations of r=o coupling are also i

present with direct coupling, In particularg the direct coupling
of stages does not permit impedance matching so maxinu gain cannot
be realised, Nonetheless, higher gains than with r=c coupling are
possible because none of the signal is lost in a collector resistor.
Moreover; the absence of the collector resistance eliminates theinefficient use of doc, power as in r=c amplifiers,

PQWER AMPLIFIERS

Thus far low=level amplifiers have been considered. The signal
levels involved have been assumed to be low enough so that operation
of the transistor could be considered linear. If this condition is
satisfiedy some definite value can be assigned to the transistor
parameters, such as input impedanceg output impedance, and current

6~3®
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gain, Moreover, the nonlinear distortion prodsoed in the amplifier eould
besnegleoted, when the signal amplitude is increased, as in a power am.
plifier, this is no longer trues the input impedance will vary with the
instantaneous input voltegea and the oorrent gain will vary with instanta-
neous ispst voltegeg and the ourrent gain will very with instentaneos
oolleetormoorrent, Beosuse of these nonlinearities, the amplifier will
produos distortion and ears must be taken in the design of oireuitry to
keep the distortion at e minimum while producing e large output signal,

@hg,©ut§st Circuit, Before going into the drive requirements of
power transistors and the reduction of nonlinear distortion, the gener~
etioh of power in the output eirooit will be related to the maximum
rstihgs of the transistors

As Wes mentioned the output impedance of a transistor does not
determine the optimum load impedance for a power aplifier, Instead,"it is the msxmum ratings of the devise that must be oonsdered, In
oroer to produse e large power outpt, it is neoesssry to have a large
voltage and eurrent swing, so the eolleotor reverse breakdown voltage
and the maximum oolleetor eurreht will he limiting factors, Moreover;
in the operation of the smplifierg power will be dissipated into heat,
so the meximum.permissible power dissipation most be oonsidered,

Amglifier Girooitse The discussion of lowefreqsehey power amplie
fiers sill he limited to two tpess the singleeendeds olass A ampliefier end the pushepllg elass B mplifier, Other types (pushepull
eless A and oless AB} will require only simple modification of the
given ihformstiono

A singleeendeig oless A amplifier is shown in Figure 6025a. The
transistor is hissed to some quieseent collector current, and the
input signal varies the oolleetor osrrent about this pointo For
ssiimhm output power the oolleetor current varies between zero and
tsios the quiessent value while the oolleotor voltage varies between
hero ens twioe the supply'voltageo The oolleotor eheraoteristios
of e transistor ere shown in Figue 6,25b° The loedlines (R1, R2,
one R3§ represent three different values of collector load for the
transistor in Figure 6025a, R1 is the optima load resistanse
heoeuse it silos the maximu voltage and ourrent $Wig$a The load»
lino, R2, represents the result of too low a load imedanoea thefull eurrent swing sen be reelizei, but the volsge swing is restioted.
The loedline, R3, illustrates the effest of too high a loadgimpedanoe:
the full voltage swng can be realized, but th current swing is
restriotedn

It eon he seen from Figure 6,25b, that with an optimum load
ioedenoeg the available power output st a given supply voltage (ve)
will he determined by the quiesoent eolleetor current: the lsrger
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the qnieseent oolleetor eurrentg the larger the enrrent swing» Howe
ever, the msgnitsde of the quieseent current is limited by the maxi=
nnnapermissible-power dissipation of the trsnsstors The maximum
theoretical power ontpnt of a class A emglifier is equal to one»
half the seroesignel power dissipationg which indicates an overall
oolleetor~eirsnit effioienoy of 59%, This theoretiesl figure sen
only be approached in praetisea Effieienoies in the order of h0eh5%
sen he realised with trsnsistor eireuitss

Gne disedrentege of the oless A power amplifier is that large
emonnts of &o@o power are eonsnmedg even under noesignal conditions,
This is pertisslsrly nndesirele with amplifiers operating from
hatteriesé The pushennll elsss B amplifier, illustrated in Figure
6,2€h9 orersomes this limitetiono Power is drwn from the dg@§

eirenit only when there is en ostput signal, with reference to
the sireuitg it is eident that neither transistor is nondusting
under seroesignsl eonditionsg as no forward bias is provided, Howe
every when a signal is applied» the transistors will oonduot on
alternate half eyeles, Hesse, esoh transistor amplifies half the
input signal and remains noneondneting during the other half.

The loedline for the pnshepnll ampifier sen be represented
using the composite eharasteristie serves shown in Figure 6¢26s@
To drew these serves it is neeessary to elign the two individual
serves so that the solleotor voltages oorrespond at the supply
voltage, es shown in the figures The loadline must then pass
throgh hero eolleetor eurrent at this point of eorrespondenee.
with the psshennll sless B amplifier? the output power increases
with deeressing load resistsnee: the maximum voltage swing will
he very nearly equal to twine the supply voltage regardless of the
lend resistsneeg so a smaller load wll give e larger current swing
and e higher power outputs The minimum load resistance, and there-
fore the maximum power outpnts is limited by the peek surrent or
maximum power ratings of the transistor e whiehever would be exceeded
first,

' The theoretioel, msximu efficiency of.e elass B amplifier is
78o5%» 'Ideslly, the effieieney is independent of load resistance
heesnse, as the power output is increased or desreesed by changing
the load resistsneeg the input power will ehange proportionally;
This eondition is closely approximated in transistor amplifiers,
and effisieneies greater than 65% are not difficult to realize
over a wide range of load impedaneeso The maximum, aerageepower
dissipation of the otpnt transistors does not ooonr t maximum
power output with elass B smplifierss It occurs at somewst less
than full ontpnt where the ontpnt effieieney falls to approximately
50%, This must he taken into consideration with the permissible
dissipation of the transistors
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In oomparing the output eireuits of the olass A and olass B ampli=
fiers, it oan be said that the letter is more oonservative from the
standpoint of power drain, bth beeause of its higher effieienoy and
teeaase of its low stanihy ourrento The advantages of the class A
amplifier arise from the eeono of using only one transistor and also
from.the less stringent eontrol of transistors required to reduee
distortion to a given level, It should be obvious that the eharaeter=
istios of the output transistors of a class B amplifier must be elosely

-matehed to preuee an aeeeptahly low distortion levelo This task is
diffioultg and often some form of negative feebaek is required,

It should he note that the previous discussion covered only
eommoheemitter aplifiers, ‘This is not meant to imply that other
toes are not used; however, as far as the outpt eirouit is eon»
oerned, eommoneemitter and eommonecolleotor amplifiers are identioale
The differenoe lies in the input oireuito The output characteristics
of the omonehase eireuit are slightly different, but the same eon»
siderations applet Again, with the eomonebase eirouit, the main
"differenee lies in the drie oireuits.

A‘Q;;ye Reguirements. It has already been stated that no particular
valve oan he assigned to sueh parameters as the input impedance and
eurrent beeause of variations with signal level, Nevertheless, under
eertain eonditions these parameters can be assigned a nominal valueif operation is sufficiently linearo

ln ooupling the driver to the output stage the objective is
not to transfer*maximum power; at instead2_the driver should be
matched to the output stage in such a way as to produee minimum
distortion. This point is olearl illustrated in Figure 6,27 which
give he transfer oharaeteristios of a eomonebase amplifiero
Figure 6,2?a shows that the voltage transfer characteristics of a
eommonebase-amplifier are extremely nonlinear: that is, if a sine
wave voltage were-applied to the input of a eommonebase amplifier,
the oolleetor eurrent would not be a sine wave ee an appreeiable
amount of distortion would be generated» However, if a ourrent

‘sine~save“were applied to the input, it ean be seen frm Figure
6,27s that the eolleetor'eurTent would be a sine wave; and verylittle distoetion would be generatel Heneeg it is desirable to
drive the eommon=base amplifier from a higheimpedanee souroeo

This behaviour ean he explained with the help of the simplified
equivalent oireuit of Figure 6028» The reason for the nonlinearity
in the voltage transfer eharaeteristies is the variation in the input
imedanee with instantaneous signal voltage; therefore the input
ourrent will not vary linearly with input voltage, The eurrent
transfer eharaeteristies&_on the other hands are linear beeause
the output eurrent is equal to the product of the input current
and the alpha ourrent gain (tri) whioh is always very nearly equal
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to one“ In Figure 6,28, the driver is represented by a constant voltage
source with its internal impedance in series (Rg), If this internal
inpednace is high compared to the low input impedance of the transistor,
ethe cnrrent flowing into the emitter will depend on the source voltage
and the internal impedance: the fluctuations of input impedance in
the transistor.will produce very small changes in the total impedance

"seen by the voltage source, so the input current will have the same
nereshape as the source voltage, If, however, the driver impedance
is low compared to the input impedance, fluctuations of the latter

- ~qnantitysill produce appreciable changes in the total imedance seen
by the voltage source; and the input curent will depend not only on
the~source voltage and internal impedance, but also on the input
impedance which is not constant, In this case the input current
does not have the same waveshape as the source voltage, and distortion
is produced,

This argument shows that it is undesirable to match the driver
impedance to the input impedance of the output stages Instead, it
is desirable to have the drier impedance very much higher than the
input impedance, This makes for inefficient transfer of power
between the driver and output stage, Moreover, the low (unity)
current gain of the cnmon=base amplifier pots excessive current
demands on the driver, For these reasons, the commonebase confige
oration is not used frequently as a liner power amplifier,

\ In the case of a commoneemitter amplifier, both the voltage
and current transfer characteristics are nonlinear to some extent =
although the nonlinearity is not as great as with the common-base
configuration, The base input characteristics in.Fignre 6,29a, hone
ever, do resemble those of the common base connections the input
impedance decreases with increasing input voltage, A given change
in base voltage will be more effective in producing a change in base
current at higher input voltages, Nevertheless, this effect is not
so pronounced in the voltage transfer characteristicsnbecause of the
falleoff of conmoneemitter (¢<E} current.gain‘at high current levels.
This falleoff explains the nonlinearity in the currentetransfer plot
(F5-»gtE"® 6029(3) 0

Because of the nonlinearity in both the voltage and current
transfer characteristics, it cannot be stated whether a high or low
impedance"driver will produce the lowest distortions Nevertheless,
a comparison of the two plots will show that the voltage character=
istic has an increase in slope at high collector currents while the
current characteristic has a decrease in slope at high collector
cnrrents, It would seem, therefore, that some intermediate value
of driver impedance would produce the lowest distortion. This is
indeed the case, and because of this it is possible to have a reason»
able impedance match between the driver and the output stage consis-
tent with low distortion. The commoneemitter amplifier will therefore,
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s<meke efficient use of driver power; moreover, both the driver and the
ortpnt stage will have a mesh greater power gain as compared to the
comon base amplifier,. For these reasons the comon emitter ampli-
fier is emmonly used in power amplifiers,

The eomon~co1leetor power amplifier can be considered to be a
comoneemitter stage with 109% negative voltage feedback, applied in
such e way as to increase the apparent input impedanee and linearize
the voltage transfer ehareoteristioo It is elear, therefore, that

"vtheieommoneeollector amplifier should be driven from a loweimpedance
sonroeo v0ne~disedvantage of this eonfiguration is the large voltagee

resin reqpienent that most be met by the drivers the negative
feedeok redness the voltage gain to less than unity. Brien from
e constant voltage sonree, the oomon=emitter'emplifier has a very
low distortion; bnt\if it is driven from a constant eurrent source,
its operation will be identical to that of e comoneemitter empli~
fier, »

The above results can be summarized as followse the eommone
base power amplifier should be fed from s eonstantecurrent (highe=
impedanoe) souree, and the eomnon=eolleetor amplifier should he
fed from a eonstant=voltage (loweimpedanee} source, Moreover, the
former will tend to maintain e eonstant current through a varying
load impedance in its output eireuit so it can be considered to have
a high impedance output, while the latter will try to maintain a
oonstant output voltage across a varying léad so it can be consid-
ered a low impedance source, Both these configurations have a low

'poer gain when driven properly and put excessive current or voltage
requirements on the driver, Therefore, they are not too frequently
used in practice, '

The eommoneesitter power aplifier has a high power gain, In
addition, for minimum distortion, the driver is very nearly matched
to the output stage so there is a reasonable efficiency in using
the driver power. This eonfignration is the most practical for use
as s power emlifier so the major portion of the oirouits given will
be eonfined to the commoneemittervoireuit,

Driver Gonpling, The driver can be res coupled to e class A \

voutpnt stage as shown in Figyre 6.30a,' However, beeause some signif~
inert emonnt_of power must be generated in the driver, this methodis frequently toe inefficients Furthermore, the nonlinearity in the
transistor input resistance sen cause charging of the coupling
oapaeitenee at high signal levels, which will shift the operating
point of the transistors .Henee, rec eoupling is used only in lowe
power amplifiers, such as driver stages,

An example of an r=c coupled, class B amplifier is given in
Figne 6030b. Diodes must be included in the input circuit to prevent

6=h0
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charging ef the eoupling cspaeiters by the helfeoycle conduction of
the eutput transistors, A small, forward bias is applied to the
octput transistors, as with any cless B stage, to minimze "crosse
ever distcrtien“ when the conduction shifts from one trensistor to
the other, As with class A amplifiers, the use of rec coupling is
'qsite limited,

The usual method of eoupling the driver ts the output stage is
"trehsformer eoepling, A trsnsfcrmer allows e gced efficiency in
lthe~drirer stege as well as giving any desired impedanee ratio, A

driver transformer also eliminates the neeessity of e phaseeinverter
in prshepull cireuitsc

A practical class A amplifier is shown in Figure 6°31, The
driver stage is transformer coupled to the output transistors The
outpt trensister is operating with a split loads that is, half
the load is in the emitter and half in the collector eircuit, This
eehines the edenteges cf eommen eellector with commen emitter by
epplyhg 56% negative feedback, Amplifiers cf this type ean be
built to deliver sewers greater than 5 watts using germaniw trane
sisters,

A trensfermer coupled, class B amplifier is shown in Figure 6,32,
A oless A amplifier is used as a driver, The output stage has a’
smell fcrwerd hiss to minimize crossover distortieno This bias is
temeretere eempenseted with e germnium dicde, Negative feedback
is applied to the emitter sf the driver from the seeondary of the
output trehsfermer'to minimize the distortion caused by inequalities
in the eutput trensistcrso Class B amplifiers with outputs as high
as 200w can be built using eveileble transistors,

Direet eouplihg can also he used to couple the driver to the
estpu stage, but this method presents the same impedanceemismatch
problems es are experieneed with rec eoupling, Also, there is the
pretlem sf d,e, instability arising frm temperature effectso Direct
settled pewer amplifiers are used, however, where it is desirable
to eliminate the size and weight as well as-the frequeney and phase
shift limitations of the trensformern An exmple sf a directecoupled
pewer smplifier, the elass B eomlementaryesymmetry amplifier, has

* selreedy‘bcen“iren (Figue-6,2A), This cireuit uses eemplementary
l (matehed PEP, NPR) power trensistcrs which are difficult to obtain
"ccmmereielly so this cireuit has ohly'limited uses. Another circuit,
the quasi cmplementary amplifier, (Figure 6¢33§ has e direetecoupled,
pushepull output stage and uses onl"PNP pewer trnsistors, In this
cire1rlt,. the transistors (cl, Q2, Q3, and eh) are net ccnducting
under noesignel conditions so there is no voltage across the loade
A negative input signal on the base of Q3 drives this transistor (Q3)
end, consequently, Q1 into cenduetion; and the negative half of the
signal appears across the lead, A positive signal, applied at the

6@h2
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see psihtg drives the NPN transistor, Qh, ihte oondetiono when Q5
eehdeets, Q2 will also eenduet and the positive half of the signal
will appear eeress R1, The upper (Q3 and Q1) and lower (Q5 and Q2)
ehenhels ere not symmetrieel but the epplieatioh ef 100% negative
feedheek eliminates signal uhbe1eneeo~ The spper ehennel uses twe
PNP transistors in the eommoneeolleetor eenneetiono The input signal
is applied to the hese sf Q3, and its ahitter is eonneeted to the
input (base? sf Q10 The emitter of Qligoes to the load, The eolleee
ters of both Q3 and Q1 are hreught to signal ground at the negative
terminal of Via Beeuse of this eommon eolleetor connection, the
voltage gain of the upper ehenhei is very elese to one. The lower
ehenei_uses e NPN end e PNP transistor easeeded in eemmen emitter
eonneetieno The input signal is eonneeted to the base of Q5, and
its eoileetor is direet eohpied to the base ef Q20 The collector
of Q2 is eenneeted to the loado The voltage gain of eeseeded eemmone
emitter stages is normally very'mhsh greater than oneg but 100%
negative feedheek is applied ts this ehehnel by eonneeting the
emitter sf Qg to the eutput rather than to signal ground, The
feedhsek reseees the teltage gain of this ehennel to slightly less
than she; therefese, the voltage gain of both the upper and lower
shehneis is nearly equal; and they ere eleetriea1ly*ba1aneedo Signal
is fee to the empiifier by the eless A driverg Q5, If it is assumed
that Q5 is epereting at its mexime swing, it sen be seen that the
heses sf Q@ and Q will elteenetely be eonnested to the negative
hettesy (through gii when Qt is noheondeetihg and to the positive
hsttery when Q5 is ‘setteetei,

Direeteeoupied pewer*emplifiers are pertieularly applieeble in
highefideiity systems“ The elminetion of the output transfonner sen
reduee eeet eoesiderehiy'whi1e equivalent eireuit performenee is main»
t&iH@@@ '

@$n@lHSi©H$0 There is mesh to he said for trensister power amplie
fists? their high (near theeretieei) effieieney being only one edvantage¢
Fhrthermeres transistor amplifiers sen operate dreetly from standard
dos“ systems (6, 12 ehi 28V), thus eiimineting the neei for power eon»
verterst ls©9VthE£T smell size permits redeetien in equipment size,
Heseverg they are net without limitetionss one is that the beta eute
eff frequeney sf many eiloyejunetion power transistors is near the high
ens ef the eeio freqheney band§_ a seeond is the restrieted temperature
range of germanium trensietors whieh imposes sevee limits on collector
dissipation above shout ?@@C. Both of these limits have been appreciably
extended with silieen transistors employing 5 diffusedebase structure,
but at the present time the eost of these nits is quite high»

HIGHQFREQUNGY AMPLIFIER§
7

There are two important limitations to the highefrequene'perform~
\ 0ense sf e trensisters the first is the finite transit time for eurrent
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carriers crossing the base, and the second is the colleotorejnnotion
capacitance, The transit time effect is reflected in the alpha cnt=
off frequency t§=¢e@) rating of the device. This is an absolute limim
tationz that is, there is no way to design around, or compensates for
this frequency restriction. 0n the other hand, the collector capaoi—
tance can be tuned out or compensated or to some extent,

An equivalent circuit can be used to approximate the charaoter=
istics of a transistor, These circuits do not describe transistor
performance but only approximate it over the useful frequency range
for pnrposes of circuit analysise Figure 603i gives one possible
equialent circuit convenient for analsis of cmmon emitter circuitse
The capacitance shunting the input circuit (ble) represents the alpha
cntoff frequency lirtations, while the collector junction capacitance
is shown as Gbl@, It can be seen that G516 provides a feedback path
between the ontgnt and input circuits in addition to shunting the out-
put circuit (Cb Q is very mach greater than Gblg), This feedback path
frequently necessitates the use of neutralization in tuned amplifiers.

. Video égplifiersq Highefrequency amplifiers will be divided into
two groups: video amplifiers which are intended to cover a wide band
of frequencies from about lOeps to about l0mcps, and tuned amplifiers
which enploy resonant circuits and cover a relatively narrow frequency
ranges

The appearance of transistor video circuits is quite similar to
the lowefrequency amplifiers already discnssedo Common base, common
emiterg and comon collector stages are possible“ Because of the
wide band of freqnenciesrto be passedg it is necessary to use either
direct or rec coupling as it is generally impossible to build trans»
forers with the required bandwidth, In order to cascade singleestagep
amplifiers and realise any gain, then, there must be a reasonable.
impedance match between the input and ontpnt impedances of successive
stages since there is no means available for matching, For this reason,
video amplifiers almost always use the common-emitter configuration
except$ possibly, in the input or output stages where there is some
special impdancc requirement, Hence, the discussion will be confined
to this circuit.

'In common=emitter mplifiers the beta cutoff frequency is of
interest; it is related to the alpha cutoff frequency by

5:/Qcg = f°<~co <l“°‘<o)
where @§@is the lowefreqnency alpha current gain. From this equationit can be seen that the beta cutoff frequency is considerably lower
than the alpha cutoff frequency. How mach lower will depend on the
lowefreqnency alpha current gain; therefores transistors with eXcep~
tionally high current gain are not generally desirables

éehé



Figure 6°35 shows the characteristics of a commoneemitter video
samplifier that has its upper limit determined by the beta cutoff
frequency. Lowering he load resistance below the optimum value
reduces gain but does not raise the upper frequency limit. However,
the insertion of a compensating inductor will increase the maximum
frequency, because the coil raises the effective load ipedance at
higher frequencies,

As a rule, alloy=junction transistors and some grown=juntion
transistor suffer from this type of frequency lindtation, These
transistors do not have an accelerating (driftjfield across the base
region so the transit time is comparatively large.

Transistors that have their maximnm frequency imosed by
collectorejunction capacitance can be compensated to some extent
as shown in Figure 6.36. In this case lowering the load resistance
will increase the bandwidth in addition to reducing gain because
the shunt impedance~of the outpt capacitance will not be comparable
to the load resistance until a higher frequency is reached, On

\

o o 0

Ifhllll, _,

this basis, gain can be traded eenly for bandwidth» Moreover,
compensation will extend theémaxmum frequency in either case
because, in this case, the compensating inductor will form a loweQ
parallel=resonant circuit with the output capacitance and effectively

cvremors it from.the circuit over a limited frequency range,

Transistors haying a graded base giving a drift field, such as
diffused junction and some grown junction transistors, have their
highefrequency performance limited by collectoreoutput capacitance.
However, in most cases, the maximum frequency of these devices is
considerably greater than those without the drift field,

Another-circuit worth mentioning is shown in Figure 60370 This
is a video amplifier using a tetrode transistor. The same considere
ations apply here as did in the previous discussion. The only
unusual feature of this circuit is that a crossebase bias must be
supplied to the transistor to electrically reduce the junction area.
Bias of the correct polarity is applied as shown in the figures

As was pointed out, video amplifiers are very much like direct
or rec coupled, lbwefrequency amplifiers except that high-frequency
transistors mst be used, There are, nevertheless, other points
that should be considered, First, the cutoff frequency is raised
by increasing the collector voltage, The increased voltage widens
the collector depletion region and, therefore, reduces output
capacitance. Furthermore, the depletion region extends into these
base so base width and, consequently, transit time is reduced. l

Secondly, both the input and output impedances are considerably
lower at high frequencies, This is an important point where stages
are to be cascaded. -
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Eggggmgliiiggg, In a tuned amplifier, the major frequency
limitation is the alphaecutoff frequency since the collector junction
capoitance can be made part of the resonant circuit in the collector.
This capacitance, nevertheless, does provide a feedback path and in
some oases neutralization must be proided for stable operation,

Impedance transformation is no problem with tuned circuits as is
‘shown in Figure 6,38, so in tuned amplifiers impedances are usually
omatohed to realize maximum gain, This, of course, is imrerative
with the commonebase connection because the entire gain arises from
the difference between inpt and output impedances. The matched»
ipedanoe power gain of the common emitter configuration is higher
than both common collector and common emitter so this connection is
generally preferred, However, at frequencies near the alpha-cutoff
of the transistor, the difference between the common emitter and
common base connections becomes small; and the latter is frequently
used in the iterest of circuit stability,

with present day transistors, the collectorejunction capacitance
is small enough so that a common emitter amplifier can be operated
without neutralization, But in this case the stage cannot be designed
for maximum gain and still be stable. Neutralization permits operation
with maxinn gain; however, circuit adjustment will be more critical
and transistor interchangeability will be poorer, Nevertheless, one
neutralized stage is roughly equivalent to two unneutralized stages.

Figure 6,39 illustrates the difference between nentrlized and
unneutraliced ref amplifiers, In the neutralized stage, double-
tnned transformers are used, Moreover, the loweimpedance input
(base) of the transistor as well as the collector are tapped down
on.the tuned circuits to prevent loading which would reduce effective
Q, The primary winding in the collector circuit is tapped; and a
signal that is l8O° out of phase with the collector voltage is fed
hack to the base through the neutralizing capacitor (Sn). Thissigal cancels that which is rec back to the base through the
oollectorejnnction capacitance, Because of variations in parameters
from nit to unit of the sane type, this circuit may become unstable
with a particnlar transistor requiring readjustment of the neutralizing
capacitance»

In the unneutraliced stage (Figure 6039b}, singleetuned trans»
formers are used; and the transformers are not tapped for optimum
performance. This reduces stage gain, but at the same time it‘
permits operation without neutralization. This, however, requires
careful design to achieve a certain degree of stability with a mini-

-mnm loss of gain.

As was mentioned before, the commonebase connection is used
at frequencies near the alpha cutoff frequency of the transistor
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where the difference between commoneemitter and commonebase power
gain becomes small, A commonsbase V,H,F. amplifier is shown in
Figure 6.hO. The circuit is straightforward, and it infrequently
crequires‘neutralization, Careful design should be used to conserve
all possible gain because the transistor is operating close to its
*nmrimun frequency, and the available gain is low.

In most ref receiving equipment, it is desirable to incorporate
some form of automatic gain control (a,g,c,). The easiest way of
accomplishing this is to vary the transistor bias, but there are

~many effects that must be considered, If the collector current is
~reduced below some optimum value, the power gain will be reducd.
This can be accomplished by changing the doc, bias. However, a
change in bias will also effect the input and output impedances of
the device. If the circuit is adjusted so that all the impedances
are matched for maximum gain, this impedance shift will also cone
tribute to the gain reduction which will add to the a,g,c, control
of the stage. Care must be taken so that the change in impedance
does not cause instabilitye

Conclusions, The previous section showed that highefrequency
operation is more dependent on transistor characteristics than it
is on circuitrx The circuit used for a particular application does
not change greatly as the frequency is advanced, However, at higher
frequencies, more care must be taken in insuring doc. stability of
the transistor, Steps taken to increase the operating freqnency
of a transistor usually decrease the maximum power dissipation so,
even in lowepower circuits, transistors are operating near this limit,

GSCILLATGRS

An oscillator, as referred to here, is an electronic device
that generates an soc. signal of some kind. Oscillators will be
divided into two general categories: sinusoidal oscillators which
generate a singleefrequency sine wave and nonsinusoidal oscillators,
such as blocking oscillators, multivibrators, and sawtooth generators,
which generate some particular nonsinusoidal waveform,

§ine=Wave Oscillators. An oscillator contains an amplifier and
a positive feedback path of some sort. A sinusoidal oscillator must"
also have some frequency-sensitive eleent ~ such as a resonant tank,
a quartz crystal, or a phase shift network‘shich determines the fre-
quency of oscillation, In order for the oscillator to function, the
amplifier must be capable of supplying the power lost in the load and
various circuit elements as well as its own input PQWEPQ

Several oscillators using a resonant tank as a frequencyedetere
mining element are shown in Figure 6,51, The first two use an addi-
tional winding on the resonant tank to supply the feedback which
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~maintains oseillation, The remaining eireuits use a tapped (either
oapaoitive or inductive) tank to otain the oorreot feedback between
the inpnt and ontpnto

Figure oohla shows a oommoneeitter amplifier with a resonant
tank in the output oirouit, Oseillatien is maintained by coupling
part of this signal bask to the transistor input, Figue éohlb shows
a similar oirenit exoept that the transistor is oonneoted in the common-
base oonfigurationo In Figure éotlo that portion of the tank between
the emitter and ground sets as the emitter load for the transistor*
while that portion between the emitter and base supplies the transistor
driven Figure s.t1a is identioal to Figure éohlo exeept that a oapace
itive tap is need on the tank, The oireuits in Figure 6,Lle and f are
identieal exoept that a capacitive tap is used on the former and an
inductive tap is used on the letters That portion of the output volt-
age aerose the lower portion of the tank appears between the emitter
and the base to supply transistor drive,

The ago“ performance of ll these eirouits is the sames The
only reason that one eironit would be preferred over another would
be to simplify the d.e, oirouitry or to put one particular transistor
terminal at aaoa ground (e¢g° whichever terminal is eonneoted to the
transistor ease),

The oirouits shown in Figure 6,a1 are not self startingu When
peer is applied to the eironits no current will flow because the
transistors are ont off” A small emitte~to base bias must be applied
to start operation» Figure 6nh2 illustrates a method of supplying a
starting bias to the eironit of Figure 6.hlb, The voltage dropped
aeross HQ appears between the emitter and base of the transistor to
provide forward bias” If the bleeder current through R1 is made
greaer than the nonnal base enrrentg this bias will remain after
oseillation has started; and it oan be adjusted for elass A operation
of the oseillator, If the bleeder current is of the same magnitude
as the base enrrent which is in the opposite direction, there will
be very little voltage dropped across R2; and the operation will be
essentially elass B, If the bleeder eurrent is made still smaller
and if HQ is sufficiently large, the base enrrent will eharge the
oapaeitor'and the emitterebase junction will become reverse biased,
permitting onrrent flow only at the peak of the input eyele, Even
higher valnes of R1 and R2 will cause bloeking or ”squeegeeing" which
will result in intermittent operation or pulsing of the oseillator.

At freqneneies above the alpha cutoff frequency a transistorstill has some gaint This gain is low so the transistor is not
too useful as an amplifier; but it ean still fnnotion as an osoil—
latorc Generally'speaking, a transistor can be made to oseillate
eonsiderably above its entoff freqneneyo
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Even at moderately high frequencies the phase shift within a
transistor due to transit time effects becomes appreciable. This
phase shift alters the frequency of oscillation slightly, Because V

the transit time will vary with temperatures collector voltage, etc.,
frequency instability may be encountered with transistors operating
at higher frequencies» ‘

There are no special requirements for highwfrequency operation.
However, because available power gain is usually low, particular care
should be taken to match impedances and minimize circuit losses, Near
the frequency limit of the transistor the emitter input may appear
inductive, It is advisable to tune this outg Qne method is shown
in Figure 6,h3, i

Sineewave oscillators can be built using only resistance=capao~
itanee networks, An example is the phase@shift_oscillators in
Figure 6,hh, In the circuit of Figure 6,tha, the output of Q%Ois
fed through a rec network'which shifts the phase l80@, The 1 °
phase shift will occur at only one frequency so the oscillations
will be sinusoidal as long as the feedback voltage does not become
so great as to overdrive Q1, The resistance of H1 should be low
compared to the input impedance of the transistor so that changes
in the later quantity do not affect the oscillation frequency,
The emitter resistor, R 9 is left unbypassed to reduce distortion
in Q1 and to increase the apparent input impedance of the transistor.

Because of the low impedance of the rec network needed to
obtain frequency stability, the output circuit may become so heavily
loaded that oscillation is not possible, Hence, a comon collector
stage is sometimes added to drive the low impedance network as shown
in Figure 6,hhb, This stage has no phase shift so it does not affect
the operating frequency, Q2 does reduce the collector load on Q1
and so it increases the gain of this stage,

The phaseeshift oscillator is only useful at low frequencies
where the gain of the transistors is high. The feedback circuit is
lossy and does not provide impedance matching so it will not operate
unless there is enough gain available,

§onsinusoidal_Oscillators, A nonsinusoidal oscillator, as the
name implies, is a generator of nonsinusoidal a.c, voltages, This
class includes pulse generators, square~wave generators, sawtooth »

generators, etc, The period, or basic frequency, of these circuits
is usually determined by the time constants of R~C and/or Rml circuits
rather than by resonant elements,

Blocking Qscillators, _The circuit of a transistor blocking
oscillator along with pertinent waveforms is shown in Figure 6.h5.
A pulse transformer is used to obtain feedback from the transistor
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output (collector) circuit to the input (base) circuit, A~r,c;
combination is used to determine the basic operating frequency
(repetition rate)“ Operation is as follows:

\

0 o o oWhen power 1S appliedg the forward bias voltage on the transistor
through R will cause conduction, The increase of collector current

through the transformer prmary will induce a voltage in the secondary
in such a direction as to increase the transistor drive, This process
is cumulative so the transistor rapidly switches into saturations

Assuming that the collector current is constant for the duration
of the output pulse e although it may either increase or decrease
idepending on the mode of operation - the phenomenon responsible for
maintaining an induced seconday voltage during the “on” portion of
the blookingwoscillator operation will be investigatede

After the transistor has been switched to the "on" condition,
the large baseedrive current will begin to charge the capacitors
When this happens, the base curent will decrease because more and
more of the secondary voltage is being dropped:across the capacitor
leaving less available for base driven This action does not affect
the collector current because the transistor is driven;far into
saturation_and the input circuit no longer has control of collector
currentc ithe flux setup in the transformer core due to secondary
current opposes the flux established by the primary current so the
decreasing secondary current causes an increase in net core flux,
which maintains the secondary voltagee Hence, the transistor will
conduct util the base drive voltage has dropped to the point where
the input circuit regains control of the collector currenta At this
point the decreasing base voltage decreases the collector current
which decreases the base voltage further through the action of the
transformer. Again the process is cumulative and the transistor
quickly switches Qffo

After conduction has ceased, the charge stored in the capacitor
holds the transistor in the nonconducting state until this charge is
drained off through the resistor, R0 When this happens, the transis-
tor will begin-conducting, and the cycle will repeats

During the “on” portion of the cycle, energy is stored in the
magnetic field of the transformer, When the transistor is switched
off, this energy is dissipated by the "inductive kickback" voltage
as shown in the figure. If there is no danping resistance across one
of the windings, this inductive voltage suing will become excessive,

One particularly effective way of reducing this voltage to a
negligible value is the use of a diode across one winding, The diode
is nonconducting on the useful portion of the output pulse, but it
conducts on the beckoning rapidly dissipating the energy of the
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rnnnnrehc field in its forward resistance,

3awtooth Generators, The blocking oscillator can be conveniently
used in a sawtooth generator circuit as shown in Figure 6.A6. The large
emitter current flowing daring the conducting portion of the blocking
oscillator cycle is used to charge a capacitor. After operation of the '
rblocking oscillator ceasesg the capacitor discharges slowly through a
large resistor producing a nearly-linear SaWtOOtho When the capacitor
discharges to the point where the emitter becomes positive with respect
to the base, the transistor again conducts; and the cycle repeats,

A stepeup ratio in the blocking oscillator transformer of about
3 to l provides adequate current drive while producing enough secondary
voltage to allow the capacitor to charge nearly to the supply voltage,
The capacitor discharges until the emitter voltage drops to about O01
volt less than the fixed, base supply voltage, When this happens, the
transistor will become forward biased; and the circuit will recycle.
The sawtooth can be made nearly linear by adjusting the fixed base
voltage so that only a small portion of the discharge is used, or by
returning the discharging resistor to a positive voltage rather than
to grounds

Another scheme used for linearizing the sawtooth is shown in
Figoe 6,h6b. In this circuit the constantecurrent characteristics
of the common=base configuration is used to provide a constant discharge
carrent for the capacitor. n

The transistor, Q2$ is forward biased by the application of a
positive voltage to the emitter. The current flowing will be practically
independent of transistor parameters because the resistor, R1, is made
large in comparison to the emitterebase impedance of Q2, The resulting
collector current will be equal to the emitter current times the d.o»
alpha current gain of the transistor which is always very close to
city» Since the collector carrot of Qg_is used to discharge the
timing capacitor, this discharge will be extremely linear. The period
of the output wave can be adjusted with R2 which varies the emitter
current of g; andg herefore, the discharging cnrrent of the capacitor.

It is also possible to build a sawtooth generator using negative»
‘resistance devices such as the avalanche transistor or the PNPN diode
cor transistor; bat these schemes are generally less satisfactory because
the devices mentioned are notg as a role, capable of supplying the
large capacitor dscharge currents, At any rate, this will be discussed
farther in the section on special devices.

AEggjcnningrhbltivibrators. The output of a free rnnning multi-
vibrator is normally an asymetrical rectangular wave, Such a circuit
is shown in Figure 6§h7~ During operation, the transistors, Q1 and Q2,
are alternately driven into conduction by a regenerative switching
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action, The period and asymmetry of the output wave form is controlled
by adjusting the time constants of the Rs circuits in the feedback net-
work,

Assuming that the transistor Q1 is conducting the action is re-
generative so Q1 rapidly switches into cutoff and Q2 switches into '
conduction. This condition will prevail until $1 discharges to the
negative supplyvoltage through R3, and Q1 again begins conduction.

When power is first applied to the circuit, one of the transistors
will conuct harder because of a circuit dissimilarity or a random
noise voltage and this transistor will switch into conduction, There»
fore, it can be seen that the circuit will be self startingt

The conducting time of each transistor can be adjusted independently
by controllihg the time that the other transistor is cut off, This
factor is solely dependent on the Re time constant in the transistor
base circuit,' Therefore, even though the components have the same
nominal value, the output of this oscillator is not, generally, a
symetrical square ware,

Theghonostableghnltiribratora The monostable and the bistable
multivibretors cannot be considered oscillators, in any strict sense,
because they are not free running. Nevertheless, their similarity
to the freeerunning variety justifies a dscossion of these circuits
here,

The monostable, or one~shot, multivibrator will be discussed
first, This circuit is designed to produce a rectangular output
pulse of known duration when excited by a trigger pulse, (The shape
of the input pulse as long as its amplitude, is sufficient), Because
of the many schemes available for direct~ooupling transistors, there
are many possible monostable multivibrator circuits, Several are
given in Figure 6@h8,

In the irst circuit a twoastage, directmcoupled amplifier is
usedc In the stable condition, both transistors are conducting, and
the collector voltage on Q2 is low. A positive input pulse will
reduce conduction of Q1 which, in turn, will reduce conduction of
Q2» The collector voltage of Q2 will then rise, and this positive»
going change will be coupled through the feedback capacitor, Cf, to
the base of Q1 reducing its conduction further, Thus, both transis-
tors are regeneratively switched off, This condition will prevail
until 9f Charges through R , and the base voltage of Q becomes

' negative which will cause £1 and, therefore, Q2 to ¢0n%H¢t. The
collector voltage on Q2 will drop, and this<negative~going drop
will be coupled back to the base of 2% switching both transistors
back into conduction ntil the arriv of another positive input
pulse,
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The "on" state will only be stable if one of the transistors is
in saturation, Then a definite trigger amplitude is required for
operation, and triggering from random noise voltages is prevented,

The circuit in Figure 6,t8b is somewhat different, vln the
stable states Q1 is conducting so that its collector voltage is
less negative than the emitter voltage of Qzc Therefore, Q2 will
be nonconducting. When a positive trigger>pulse arrives, Q1 conducts
less so its collector voltage and, consequently, the base voltage=of
Q3 becomes more negative, Q2 will then begin to conduct, and its “

collector voltage will drop, This positive going change will befelt back on the base of Q1 through Gf, reeenforcing the input
signal and cutting off Q1, Q2 then goes into full conduction, The
circuit will remain in this unstable state until Gf discharges throuh
R1 and R2, The multivibrator will then switch back to the stable
state, and wait for another positive input pulse,

The circuit shown in Figure 6,h8c is another variation, The bias
resistors are adjusted so that Q2 is conducting and Q1 is nonconducting.
When a trigger is applied, Q1 will conduct; and a signal will be coupled
through Gf cutting off Q2, The feedback loop is completed by the
resistor, R3, which is comon to the emitters of both transistors,
When Q2 cuts off, the voltage across R3 will drop allowing Q1 to switch
into the conducting state, when Cf charges, the circuit will recycle,

gThe_Bistable Mnltivibrato§,,,The bistable multivibrator, or “flip
flop", will remain in either of tee stable states until excited by a
trigger pulse, There is no internal timing in this circuit, and output
is entirely dependent on the input pulse rate, The schematic of a
bistable multivibrator is given in Figure 6,A9, It will be shown
that the two stable states are Q1 conducting gggh Q2 out off and Q1
out off, Moreover, it will be seen that the; tivibrator can be
switched between these states with a trigger“pulse properly applied
to the device,

If Q is conducting, the emitters of both transistors will be
at some negative voltage because of the drop in resistor, R20 Furthere
more, the collector of Q1 will be at nearly thegsame potent al as its
emitter, The base of Qg will then be at some potential less negative
than its emitter because it is being fed through a voltage divider
from the collector of Q%, ‘Therefore, Q2 will be nonconducting and the
collector potential of 2 will be nearly equal to the supply voltage,It is this high collector voltage on Q2 that supplies the conducting
bias to Q1 through the voltage divider, The circuit will remain in
this state indefinitely because the charging or discharging of capes»
itors does not determine the bias levels of the transistors,

This situation can be disturbed by imressing a trigger pulse
on the circuit in such a way as to out off Q1 or drive Q2 into
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condsstionn One such trigger arrangement is shown in Figure 6,h9.
Positie trigger pulses are fed in aoross the common emitter resistor.
These positive pslses will not affect Q1 because it is already conduc-
ting, However, the emitter of Q2 will become sufficiently positive so
that it oondnotss When this happens, the collector voltage of Qt will
drop, removing the forward bias on Q1; and the multivibrator will switch ‘

stateso

It oan be shown in a similar manner that the next positive pulse
will switoh the "flip flop” bask to its original state,

A negative trigger oan also be used because it will out off the
oondooting transistor causing its collector voltage to rise and drive
the other transistor into conduotion,

The switohing time of the bistable multivibrator is an important
oonsideration as the repetition frequenoy of the trigger pulses increases,
In order to redaee switching time, “speed up" eapaoitors (G1 and Q2)
are shuste across the base voltage dividers&;~These oapaoitors are
small so they eouple the rapidg switohing signal without attenuation
while not distrbing the qoieseentg doeg level.

Although the oirouit in Figure 6.49 is typical, many variations
are possible, For example, the trigger signal may be applied to the
transistor base through triggering iodess or to the collectors in a
similar'manner0

Moreoverg for improved highsfrequenoyperormance, speoial cir=
omits may be employed to prevent saturation of the transistors. This
latter detail will be eovered in the following sections

0 0

0 The transistor makes an efficient SWit@hoTrasistor Switches t

when is the oondmoting state, it presents a very small resistance
and ean pass large osrrents with a voltage drop of a few tenths of
a'rolt, In the nonoonduoting stateg it presents a high resistanee,
and only a small leakage current flowso

r

When the transistor is saturatedg the low resistance of the
colleotor eirouit is referred to as the collector saturation
resistnoe» Its sales is given bythe slope of the collector
satoration oorveso For the transistor described in Figure éobéa,
this value is in the order of Ool ohm, Using an expanded seals
for the saturation region shows that the oollectormcurrent carves
do not merge in the saturation region (Figure 6.6b), This expanded
seals mre aoourately desoribes the saturation characteristics and
is frequently useful in switching circuits where large currents
must be passed,
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The “off” current of a transistor can be divided into two components.

The first is the result of thermallyegenerated carriers within the semi~
conductor, This current is the rverse saturation current of the col-
lector junction. This current will not depend on collector voltage,
except at very low voltages when the reverse junction potential is not
high enough to sweep across all the carriers or at high reverse poten~
tials where carrier multiplication will occur, The second current
component is surface leakage currents This current arises from resis~
tire leakage across the junction dne to the presence of contaminating
agents on the semiconductor surface, This component, being resistive
in nature, does depend on collector voltage. These two components
produce the characteristic shown in Figure 6,57,

The variation of collector junction saturation current with
etemperature can easily be calculated; howevers the surface leakage
component canote Henceg no fixed relationship hetweenrcntoff current
sand temperature can be established; and manufacturers data must be
consltedo Nonetheless, in the absence of more accurate data, an
approximation can he needs the collector cutoff current will double
for every lQ@C rise in temperatures

The power dissipation of a transistor in the “on” or "off" state
is small, In one case the collector current can be quite large but
the collector voltage is small, In the other case the collector
voltage is large but the current snail, In switching between those
states the dissipation will increase; andg evn though the time
involved is small, this can result in dmage to the transistor ifit does not have the necessary peak power capacity, This is partic-
ularly true when inductive loads are switched off or capacitive loads
are switched on, With inductive loads, such as a relay, a diode can
be used to absorb the energy in the collapsing magnetic field, thus
protecting the transistor from voltage surges and sustained current
dnring_switching@ This is illnstrated in Figure 6,L8,

Hi§he§Eeed~$@itching. “Because of the high frequency limitations
of transistors; it is only reasonable to engcct that some restriction
sill he imposed on switching speed¢ Referring now to Figure 6,h9,
"when an input signal is applied_to a transistor, base current flows
cinediatelyg but the corresponding increase of collector current is

4- delayed because of the carrier transit time across the base region.
After the collector current does begin to rise, some finite time will
he required for it to reach its final value both because of the
irregular diffusion rate of current carriers crossing the base and
because of the collector junction capacitanceo ~

The delay time (td) is shown to be the time between the application
of the input signal and the point where the collector voltage reaches
l®% of its final valne. The rise time is the time taken for the
collector voltage to go from 10% to 99% of its final value.
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In this case it is assumed that the transistor is driven into
saturation: that is, the input signal is of such a magnitude that
the collector voltage drops below the base voltage; and both the
emitter and collector junctions become forward biased, When this

-happens, both the emitter and collector inject minority carriers
into the base region, The base will then become charged with excess '
current carriers as shown in Figure 6.50.

:,EM/TTER du//c7‘/o/V cor; /zero/? I do/rcr/aw
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____ _ .__n&UQ&dZ2£4L _ _____ _.i
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Figure 6,50, Injected Carrier Density in Base Region for
Normal and Saturated Gperation.

when the turnoff signal arrives, the excess charge must be
drained from the base before the collector current can fall which
produces a delay in the output waveforms This delay is defined as
the storage time (ts). Because the base is not abruptly cleared of
charge and also because of the collector junction capacitance, an
additional increment of time (tf) is required for the transistor to
switch off, The fall time is defined in Figure 6,h9. “

In high=spced switching circuits, the switching time can become
appreciable comared to the pulse duration. It is therefore desirable
to keep these time lags at a minimum. One method suggests itself
almost immediately: if the collector is kept from going into satura~
tion, it is obvious that the storage time can be reduced. The most
direct method of accomplishing this is to use a diode clamp to prevent
the collector voltage from dropping below a particular value. Such a
circuit is illustrated in Figure 6¢513, This circuit suffers frcm
the disadvantage that the collector current in the “en” state can

Vvar over a wide range; 'When the collector voltage is held at some
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value by a clam circuit, the collector current will depend on the

base drive current and the alpha current gain, The maximum possible

variation of base carrent drive will depend on circuit design, but

the cnrrent gain will vary considerably with aging and temerature.

A collector curent variation of ten to_one would not be unusual

under these conditions.

4
A circuit that does not suffer from this limitation is shown in

Figaro 6,5lb. A feedback circuit is usedt when the collector voltage

drops below some design value,-the diode will conduct and prevent any

further increase of base current by limiting the voltage at the juntion
of E1 and RQ,g ance, when the transistor is in the "on" condition, the

~collector will be at a higher voltage than the base by the amount of

the voltage drop across B2; and it is impossible for it to go into

saturation,

In all the circuits mentioned thus far, the switching time can be

reduced by shunting a capacitor across the series, base resistor» This

capacitor will provide a large base drive to charge and discharge the

base region during switching, but it will not affect the steadyestate

current values,
‘

Another technique is available for reducing the rise and fal
times but at the expense of output amplitude, If the collector is
clamped.to prevent the collector voltage from reaching the supply

voltage when the transistor cuts off, the switching time will be

reduceda This is illustrated in Figure 6.52, With the clamp circuit,
the collector current will already have started switching by the time

the collector voltage begins to change so the'slow initial rise does

not appear in the voltage waveform, A similar situation is present

when the transistor cuts Qffo The final portion of the charge curve

for the collector junction capacitance_is eliminated by the clamp

circuit thus reducing the fall time. c

Figure 6,52 illustrates a typical high speed transistor switch,

where D1 prevents collector saturation, D2 provides the cutoff clamp

of 5 volts below the collector supply voltage, and 61 gives a switching

transient to quickly charge or discharge the base region, The imrove-

ment in pulse shape (particularly the reduction of storage time) is
esident from the accompanying waveforms;
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